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NARRATIVE CINEMA AS A 
SEPARATE ATTRACTION: 

ARCHIE L. SHEPARD’S 
NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY

Paul S. Moore

The arrival of The Great Train Robbery late in 1903 seems genuinely to have 
heralded a new form of cinema – or at least a new rhetoric of cinema publicity. 
Consider two consecutive advertisements for Archie L. Shepard’s Moving 
Pictures in a weekly regional newspaper from Lawrence, Massachusetts. In 
November 1903, Shepard promoted only a variety of views of current events 
from around the world. ‘See […] The Election of Pope Pius X, The International 
Yacht Races, The Famous Delhi Durbar, Notable scenes in India, China, Egypt, 
Venice, Armenia and all parts of the world.’1 Shepard had started his picture 
show enterprise just a few months earlier, after several years projecting pictures 
as a specialty act within a touring repertoire company. His was one of a bumper 
crop of new itinerant exhibitors in 1903, although he was lucky to quickly 
establish a connection with Cahn and Grant’s syndicate theatre circuit in New 
England, filling open days and giving Sunday concerts such as here in Lawrence. 
He was well located to obtain new films directly from Edison, and was among 
the first itinerants to get a copy of Edwin S. Porter’s new production, The Great 
Train Robbery, for his next show in Lawrence just before Christmas 1903. This 
time, Shepard advertised his two-hour Sunday programme by singling out the 
new narrative film: ‘A thousand thrills […] More sensational features than could 
be crowded into five melodramas. Everything complete from the binding and 
gagging of the train despatcher to the final capture and death of the quartette 
of most daring train robbers imaginable.’ Other films ‘too numerous to mention’ 
were an afterthought in small print, including ‘a new and beautiful series of fairy 
tale pictures for the children’2 (Figure 8.1).
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NEW PERSPECTIVES ON EARLY CINEMA HISTORY168

The Great Train Robbery played again at Shepard’s next visit to Lawrence in 
January, noted as ‘more exciting than a drama’ now among a list of other narrative 
films. Perhaps surprisingly, given the film’s legacy, The Great Train Robbery 
rarely precipitated effusive descriptions like Shepard’s at the time, and few others 
promoted it quickly for offering thrilling new sensations. Another travelling exhibitor, 
J. E. Comerford, was first to show the film in Fall River, Massachusetts, at a Sunday 
concert in the syndicate theatre, just like Shepard in Lawrence. The similarities 
ended there, at least in their newspaper publicity. Rather than an advertisement 
under the theatre’s banner, Comerford’s show had a small article highlighting 
his own illustrated lecturing, merely naming the film without description.3 Was 
Comerford’s audience as engaged and captivated by The Great Train Robbery as 
Shepard’s? Perhaps, but my concern is the entirely different question of how new 
discourses for film publicity such as Shepard’s were integral to tipping the scales 
as early cinema’s variety of attractions tilted towards dramatic narrative films. To be 
clear, I am not claiming that The Great Train Robbery caused or necessitated this 
new rhetoric; Shepard had begun adopting a melodramatic frame in his advertising 
earlier, such as late in November in Fall River, Massachusetts, asserting the show 
was ‘appealing to every human emotion. Grand! Beautiful! Thrilling! Pathetic! 
Mysterious! Startling! Inspiring! Intensely interesting’4 (Figure 8.1).

Archie L. Shepard was one of the most prominent exhibitors in the United 
States between 1903 and 1907, perhaps if not ‘undoubtedly the largest exhibitor 
of moving pictures in the world’.5 His shows were among the first to shift their 

Figure 8.1 Early advertisements for Shepard’s Moving Pictures. ‘The Great Train Robbery, 
A Thousand Thrills’, Lawrence (MA) American, 18 December 1903 (left); ‘Thrilling! Pathetic! 
Mysterious! Startling! Inspiring!’ Fall River (MA) News, 23 November 1903; and listed as a 
specialty for the Maude Hillman repertoire company, Pittston (PA) Gazette, 22 March 1902.
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NARRATIVE CINEMA AS A SEPARATE ATTRACTION 169

publicity towards sensational narrative films by embracing the rhetoric of stage 
melodrama. Setting aside obvious hyperbole and exaggeration as part and parcel 
of promotional ballyhoo, the corpus of Shepard’s newspaper publicity is remarkable 
for describing a mode of cinema reception promising narrative immersion as the 
leading attraction for a moving picture entertainment. Concurrent publicity for 
Shepard in Bangor, Maine, in January 1904 emphasized the growing length of 
an expanding list of popular story films. Le Royaume des fées (Fairyland, 1903, 
Georges Méliès) and The Great Train Robbery were new films listed with Life of an 
American Fireman (1902, Porter) and Le Voyage de Gulliver à Lilliput et chez les 
Géants (Gulliver’s Travels Among the Lilliputians and the Giants, 1902, Méliès), 
‘which contain from 1,500 to 2,000 ft. and require from 15 to 20 minutes to 
exhibit’.6 The Great Train Robbery, in particular, was noted for its $4,500 expense 
and three months’ effort in production, with a result ‘astounding everyone who 
sees it’.7 As if testing the limits of melodramatic discourse, Shepard’s publicity 
in Hartford, Connecticut, soon promised ‘the robbery of a train, with the actual 
firing, bloodshed and scenes of terror, is shown most realistically’.8 Crossing the 
line from thrills into terror, from peril into bloodshed, Shepard’s phrasing was 
rarely again this graphic, and a reporter cautioned how the show ‘leaned much 
towards the tragic in many parts, death by violence seeming to be a very popular 
subject’.9 Perhaps this rare negative commentary in Hartford was spurred by the 
advance newspaper promotion as much as the film itself? And yet, even this critic 
was struck by the popular appeal of the evening’s show: ‘Moving pictures are no 
longer a novelty, but they still interest many people.’10

Shepard is largely forgotten, a passing footnote in histories of American 
cinema.11 To my knowledge, this chapter is unique in singling him out. In 1914, 
Robert Grau spotlighted Shepard’s importance as ‘one of the vital factors, if 
not, indeed, the most vital, in developing the present-day vogue of moving 
pictures as a separate attraction’.12 This notion was founded upon Shepard’s 
later success installing moving pictures in New York theatres, ‘first to give this 
form of amusement of his creation a permanent home in a first-class Broadway 
theatre at popular prices’.13 In their more recent film history, Charles Musser and 
Carol Nelson characterize Shepard’s style of show in relief against Lyman H. 
Howe’s commitment to an educational mode of uplift. ‘Shepard situated himself 
in the mainstream of urban, commercialized popular culture’, Musser and Nelson 
propose, which ‘increasingly featured the kinds of sensational, melodramatic 
films that were to appear in the first nickelodeons’.14 For Musser and Nelson, 
however, this pursuit of the latest popular sensations led Shepard to venture 
into the cutthroat arena of nickelodeons, ‘certainly, his exhibition practices were 
easily adapted to the opportunities offered by storefront theaters’.15 Their point is 
primarily to cite Shepard as quick to chase the profits of popularity, following the 
frenzied fads, which nicely contrasts against Howe’s alternative path into ‘high 
class’ travelogues for metropolitan audiences.
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In this chapter, I highlight Shepard’s advance newspaper publicity for 
positioning cinema as having achieved an artistic realm of its own. I isolate 
three themes where Shepard charted an identity for cinema’s autonomous 
cultural identity: silent drama as an art form in itself, achieved through immersive 
sensation, appealing to a popular taste. I will focus on autumn 1904 with the 
first publications of a set of short, widely printed articles that were reprinted for 
the next three years, effectively constituting a press book for Shepard’s cinema 
enterprises, then proliferating into multiple touring picture shows as well as a 
growing roster of weekly stands. In this wider context, the early promotional 
claims for The Great Train Robbery are less a description of a particular film than 
a marker of dramatic story films as an emerging centripetal force, even as cinema 
remained a whirl of miscellaneous attractions. At the same time, most evident 
in Shepard’s publicity, moving picture shows became an autonomous form of 
popular entertainment, a featured, separate attraction from other commercial 
amusements.

A cinema of miscellany? Between 
narrative and attractions

The significance for American film history of the years 1903 to 1907 focuses 
on the rise of the story film, with The Great Train Robbery often spotlighted as 
a turning point. For its centenary in 2003, mainstream press headlines claimed 
‘Story films began with a bang in 1903’ when The Great Train Robbery ‘launched 
[a] feature film industry’.16 Such generalizations date back almost as far as the film 
itself. By the end of 1908, one writer named it ‘the first long picture […] the first 
feature picture ever’.17 Recalling the film in 1916, William H. Swanson claimed it 
was ‘undoubtedly the starting of the present moving picture popularity and the 
first long motion picture ever produced’.18 Among the earliest commentators 
reflecting upon the point of no return precipitated by The Great Train Robbery 
was Archie L. Shepard himself, in an interview late in 1904: ‘The success of 
pictures like “The Great Train Robbery” […] has brought out others as carefully 
prepared and as well acted out as a play […] It is hard to gauge the public 
taste, but it is certain […] the taste has changed […] The public now demands 
sensation and must have it.’19

When Terry Ramsaye wrote his history of early cinema, the film anchored a 
chapter entitled ‘The Story Picture is Born’, which framed Porter’s work as ending 
the ‘dark hour just before the dawn’ when moving pictures ‘had nothing new to 
say’, gesturing to the commonplace notion of the so-called ‘chaser theory’ that 
the novelty of moving pictures in 1896 quickly wore off until this narrative turn in 
1903.20 For my purposes, let me draw attention to Ramsaye’s casting the fame 
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NARRATIVE CINEMA AS A SEPARATE ATTRACTION 171

of The Great Train Robbery in terms of publicity, explaining how ‘the picture was, 
for its day, the sort that the picture makers now would advertise to the public as 
“an epoch making achievement of the art of motion pictures,” and to exhibitors 
as “a box office knockout.”’21 Lewis Jacobs, too, wrote a similar chapter on 
Porter, albeit more critically precise, putting greater emphasis on the earlier Life of 
an American Fireman for opening the floodgates of ‘intense personal reactions’ 
for audiences, who ‘as if viewing a real crisis, could not remain passive’.22 Jacobs 
offered the corrective that The Great Train Robbery ‘has been called the first 
story film in America; it was, more accurately, the most successful and influential 
of early story films’.23

Benjamin Hampton’s nuanced take positioned The Great Train Robbery as 
heralding a new period in the history of American cinema exhibition, focused on 
narrative films without entirely displacing the appeal and prominence of the earlier 
style of ‘episodic’ views, Hampton’s term for one-shot actualities. ‘From 1903 to 
1910 the episodic films of the [earlier] period appeared on many screens; while on 
many others the new movies, telling a story in twelve or fourteen minutes, were 
gradually educating audiences to appreciation of longer, better entertainment.’24 
The very same point was later repeated by Nicholas Vardac, tracing the shift of 
acting from stage to screen. While the longer, story film ‘one-reel melodrama’ 
gradually became the ‘basic form’ in the decade between 1902 and 1913, ‘it 
was not in extensive use until about 1906–1908, and even then films of this genre 
appeared on bills supported by episodic films’.25 Vardac elevates the timing of 
the arrival of Robbery, not exactly the film in itself, as a sign that ‘audiences had 
begun to lose interest in pictures that simply moved’, repeating the chaser theory 
in common-sense form.26 In a sense, audiences needed to be instructed how to 
engage with the new story films. This framework places my analysis of Shepard’s 
publicity in terms of two key debates over early cinema periodization focused on 
the chaser theory and the cinema of attractions.

Elsewhere, I have revisited the 1984 exchange on the ‘chaser theory’ 
between Charles Musser and Robert Allen as a touchstone of analogue film 
historiography, now decades past.27 On its surface, Musser disputed Allen’s 
revisionist take on the idea that early films had been relegated to ‘last place on 
the bills of vaudeville theatres […] humorously knowns as “chasers.”’28 Allen 
had dismissed this notion by pointing out plenty of examples of early, non-
narrative film receiving fanfare as the featured attraction – exactly the kinds of 
early views Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault would soon characterize as ‘the 
cinema of attractions’, to which I will return shortly.29 Musser meticulously tested 
the hypothesis with rhetorical and methodological zeal, confirming how moving 
pictures had indeed suffered a period of disinterest, exacerbated by Edison’s 
litigiousness, before a distinct resurgence of activity mid-1903 in production 
and exhibition alike. The turning point coincided with the release of Porter’s 
Life of An American Fireman, soon accelerated with The Great Train Robbery. 
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In subsequent work, Musser more specifically cites the 1903 introduction of 
the three-blade shutter to reduce flicker as a neat marker of the shift.30 That 
complexity of aesthetics, technology, cultural and political-economic factors – 
the ability to look at once at the screen and all around – marks the strength of 
Musser’s work. In simple terms of periodization, Allen’s revisionist take ‘contra 
the chaser theory’ pushed the definitive break to the nickelodeon boom in 1906 
– the very same periodization that Tom Gunning initially gave when first defining 
the cinema of attraction.31

Musser’s subsequent debate with Gunning paraphrased the idea of 
the cinema of attraction as non-narrative, one-shot ‘films in which display, 
exhibitionism and spectacle take precedence over narrative’.32 This remarkably 
clear and succinct synopsis was provided by Musser in an essay detailing the 
limitations of the concept, launching another thorough empirical hypothesis test, 
like the earlier interrogation of Allen. Indeed, Musser framed his engagement with 
‘attractions’ largely as a matter of preventing another ‘major step backwards’ 
because ‘to the extent that Gunning cited and used Allen and saw cinema of 
attractions as dominant until about 1906, his argument was premised on some 
of the very work against which I necessarily argued’.33 Musser admitted aspects 
of Gunning’s and Gaudreault’s propositions were useful as pedagogy because 
it is ‘easier for students to grasp—perhaps because they can simply see it on 
the screen, while the assessment I am making can only be established through 
sustained historical investigation’.34

On the other hand, Gunning’s original article hardly hides its premise as a 
matter of comparative art history, as more a genealogy of ‘inspiration for the 
avant-garde [that] needs to be reexplored’ and not aspiring to the empirical 
archival work that Musser was doing masterfully.35 Further, Gaudreault and 
Gunning elsewhere articulated exactly the concept’s analytical strength as the 
very core of their epistemology: ‘Theory must precede history, because it is 
theory that frees its objects.’36 Their conceptual work is positioned as built upon 
theories of historiography that foreground the incompatibility of synchrony and 
diachrony and necessitate a focus on the emergence and archaeology of 
‘forms’ to stitch together the divide between simultaneity and succession.37 
In his way, Musser, too, recognized that the crux of the problem for American 
cinema from 1903 to 1907 was precisely this blurred proliferation of types of 
cinematic forms, along the lines I noted above that Hampton had signalled 
decades earlier. Ultimately, the rise of narrative story films initially required 
the continued importance of ‘the showman in his capacity as exhibitor […] 
shaping if not creating meaning even as he organized the diverse, perhaps 
miscellaneous elements of narration’.38 This is the context for my spotlighting 
Archie L. Shepard for his promotional discourse, not as a marker of a definitive 
break, but providing a discourse of reception for a dramatic mode of film 
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exhibition that gradually displaced earlier focuses on educational uplift and 
newsworthy actualities.

On the one hand, I cannot understate the diversity of ways moving pictures 
played central and supporting parts in different types of travelling shows in these 
years; a growing number of film exchanges trading new and second-hand films 
and projectors meant cinema could appear almost anywhere.39 On the other 
hand, even among shows that made film the featured attraction, Shepard’s 
Moving Pictures were of a particular type: self-described as ‘high class’, touring 
wide geographic regions across state lines, booked as popular entertainments 
at commercial theatres in larger towns. Among the few fitting the type, in 
Pennsylvania and upstate New York, Lyman H. Howe transformed a degree of 
success with phonograph concerts into a career exhibiting moving pictures. In 
New England, John P. Dibble had also been giving stereopticon concerts for 
many years with his brothers before putting his ‘picturescope’ in the spotlight in 
1898.40 In the Western states, Beaty Brothers toured as ‘the kinetoscope kings’ 
since 1899. In the Midwest, W. Frank Brinton began to combine exhibition of 
his airship models with moving pictures in 1897.41 Others, like Shepard, first 
operated projectors to provide pictures as specialties between the acts of 
touring vaudeville, dramatic or comedic repertoire companies. B. Albert Cook, 
for example, operated pictures for other companies before later establishing his 
own Cook and Harris moving pictures.42

Late in 1903 and throughout 1904, more or less concurrently, all of these 
showmen gain more prominence, booking commercial theatres, listing their 
routes in theatrical papers, advertising and printing advance publicity in town 
and small-city newspapers. They are joined by new companies operating 
picture shows in the same commercial model, with fierce competition in the 
populous northeast. Colonial, Morgan and Hoyt, Edwin J. Hadley and Herald 
Square moving pictures – in 1902 and 1903, all of these joined Dibble, Cook 
and Harris, and Howe to crowd the same New England territory Shepard toured. 
Advertising and advance publicity is a key distinction between these and the 
meagre, local efforts of dozens of ‘church basement’ itinerant cinema showmen 
who rarely purchased ads and whose ‘noteworthy’ events are documented only 
in newspapers’ ‘town gossip’ columns. In contrast, large-scale picture shows 
like Shepard’s were an ‘adworthy’ part of an entire season’s continual stream of 
theatrical attractions at the local syndicate theatre.43 Starting in September 1903, 
Shepard and other ‘high class’ exhibitors began listing their ‘routes ahead’ in 
theatrical trade papers.44 This ephemeral correspondence with show business 
peers is further evidence that moving pictures had found a modest but important 
place of their own on theatrical syndicates and touring amusement circuits 
(Figure 8.2). While dramatic, musical, variety, minstrel and circuses constituted 
the vast majority of itinerant ‘Routes Ahead’, a residual ‘Miscellaneous’ catch-all  
gave itinerant routes for magicians and illusionists, psychics and hypnotists, 
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scientific displays, historical spectacles, trained animals and riverboats. In 
a sense, anything whose entertainment did not spotlight the talent of human 
performances fell into this ‘Miscellaneous’ residual category, where Shepard and 
others signalled moving pictures had become a separate attraction.

Archie L. Shepard’s moving picture 
enterprises

Archibald Luman Shepard was born in Minneapolis in 1876, and began his 
career in theatre soon after leaving high school in 1896.45 He was later recalled 
as having gained experience in a theatrical, storytelling approach to moving 
pictures from assisting fellow Minnesotan, Clara Louise Thompson, in her 
staging of a spoken picture play, The Chinook, by A. J. Blethen, an illustrated 
monologue accompanied by up to two hundred photographic slides, in the style 
of Alexander Black.46 Perhaps Shepard was part of the company that assisted 
Thompson’s tour of the spectacle across the Midwest for two seasons from 
autumn 1896 through spring 1898. At some point before the turn of the century, 
Shepard joined E. C. Wilson’s touring repertoire theatre company.47 Although 
listed in the 1900 US Census as an ‘actor’, Shepard may have been handling the 
moving pictures offered as one of several specialties between acts of Wilson’s 

Figure 8.2 Counts of moving picture shows listed in Miscellaneous ‘Routes Ahead’ 
in Billboard, New York Dramatic Mirror or New York Clipper, weekly from July 1903 to 
June 1906, removing duplicates listed the same week in more than one publication. 
Total numbers increase dramatically early in 1906 when Shepard’s and others’ indefinite 
weekly stands proliferate alongside touring routes.
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nightly plays. As early as September 1898, the Wilson Theatre Co. was offering 
its biograph for a special Saturday children’s matinee, and the moving picture 
specialty was occasionally noted in local advertising for the show from 1897 to 
September 1901, when Wilson turns to one-night stands without supporting 
specialties.48 Whatever led to the split with Wilson, by January 1902 Shepard had 
joined another touring repertoire theatre troupe, the Maude Hillman Company.49

‘Shepard’s moving pictures’ were a named attraction in Hillman’s shows for 
all of 1902 until June 1903, apparently the first time the long-standing theatrical 
company had included moving pictures as a specialty between acts of its repertoire 
of dramatic plays. Between seasons in summer 1902, Shepard offered a limited 
number of moving picture shows independent of the Hillman Company. At one of 
these shows, he was noted as formerly of the ‘Edison Moving Picture Corps and 
Pan-American Exposition’, which may account for the late 1901 gap between 
Wilson’s and Hillman’s companies.50 At the end of the season in summer 1903, 
Shepard married fellow Hillman Company member Jane Pugh in her hometown 
in New England. Shepard and Pugh both parted ways with Hillman, and he spent 
the summer of 1903 exhibiting moving pictures in nearby small towns. With the 
start of the regular theatrical season in September 1903, Shepard begins touring 
two-hour picture entertainments in larger cities across New England at theatres 
in the dominant syndicate owned by Cahn and Grant (Figure 8.3).

Shepard’s venture escalates quickly, especially through Sunday concerts 
at major theatres beginning in November 1903 in large, working-class cities: 
Lowell, Fall River, Providence and Lawrence. Three separate Shepard shows 
ran simultaneously beginning on Sunday 27 December 1903, to capture 
holiday audiences. Whether the quick expansion derived primarily from 
Shepard’s initiative or arose from Cahn and Grant providing an opportunity, the 
arrangement exploited the burgeoning popularity to their mutual benefit. Sunday 
shows in working-class cities, especially, were an ideal way to provide a relatively 
affordable, relatively popular entertainment on a day when the whole family could 
attend, at far lower expense than needed to pay actors and musicians for a 
seventh day’s work. Success managing multiple picture show outfits at Cahn 
and Grant’s houses in New England led to a similar arrangement with Klaw 
and Erlanger’s syndicate across the American South, which as a region had 
practically been devoid of all but the smallest, most local itinerant picture shows. 
While the original show continued to crisscross New England, a second touring 
outfit began the season in September 1904 in Virginia, touring down through the 
Carolinas to Florida and across the Gulf states and back through Tennessee. 
Shepard sent a third outfit to follow through the Southern states just two months 
later, before the earlier route had even reached Texas. In the meantime, Sunday 
shows began in even bigger cities. Shepard began providing regular concerts 
of moving pictures in Washington and Atlantic City in 1904, then Brooklyn and 
Manhattan starting in 1905, and soon joined the nickelodeon craze with a spate 
of short-lived daily theatres in various small cities (Figure 8.4).
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In April 1907, Shepard’s enterprises reached a zenith, launching a first all-day 
every day moving picture palace on Broadway. The opportunity arose when the 
famed Manhattan Theatre stopped booking new plays because the site faced 
demolition; Shepard, with new partners William Gane and Felix Isman, took a 
month-to-month lease on the theatre, facing Greeley Square at 33rd Street.51 
Shepard’s publicity elsewhere began to refer to the Manhattan Theatre as ‘the 
only Broadway theatre devoted exclusively to moving pictures’.52 Shepard’s 
pictures began to play daily in several New England cities in 1907, exactly as the 
itinerant shows stopped touring. Shepard seemed poised to build a prominent 
early chain of picture theatres. And yet, nearly all these ventures closed by the 
end of 1908. Shepard was briefly in charge of a failed venture in 1909, the 
Vaudeville and Moving Picture Co. of America. Otherwise he simply fades out of 
the spotlight.53 In hindsight, the 1907 shift from itinerant exhibition to leased sites 
was a losing bet. Shepard’s star faded quickly in the booming picture industry. 
When his name popped up in March 1922 in connection with a faddish attempt 
to use a radio-controlled automobile on the stage of the New York Hippodrome, 
the trade press needed to explain who he was: the man who brought moving 
pictures to Broadway.54 Shepard died of tuberculosis in 1925, only forty-nine 
years old.55

Figure 8.3 Shepard’s Enterprises, 
Julius Cahn’s Theatrical Directory, 
1906, 102. The phrase ‘all the 
principal cities … ’ and the listed 
ventures include generalizations that 
do not accurately represent actual 
operations.
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Figure 8.4 Map of Shepard Enterprises itinerant territories and indefinitely recurring 
locations across the US, 1903 to 1909. Exhibition information was compiled by the 
author comprehensively from entertainment trade press listings and local newspaper 
publicity and reporting. Created by the author using Gephi. 

‘The dramatic tenses of wordless images’: 
setting the stage for silent drama

Late in autumn 1904, the Free Press and Times in Burlington, Vermont, printed a 
series of five daily notices of advance publicity for Archie L. Shepard’s High Class 
Moving Pictures to be presented locally for the first time with two matinees and 
evenings at the Strong Theatre, the city’s new playhouse.56 Several dozen picture 
shows had been offered in the city in the seven years since a Vitascope first 
appeared in January 1897.57 Lyman H. Howe had only recently presented ‘the 
only edition deluxe of moving pictures in America’ in Burlington in September 
1904.58 ‘Often imitated but never equaled’, this was Howe’s ninth visit to the 
city since he first extended his semi-annual touring circuit to Vermont in 1899.59 
Moving pictures were routine by this point, although still not a daily option at 
dedicated movie theatres. Shepard’s publicity notices are nonetheless unusual 
for the coherence of claims made about how cinema had now reached an apex 
as an art form unto itself, a claim staked by describing the ways this particular 
show of moving pictures would affect its audience. The final article in the 
series singled out a particular film title among the variety Shepard would offer. 
Rather than detail its plot, however, the advance newspaper publicity promised 
heightened melodramatic sensation as the film’s attraction within the wider 
programme. This particular ‘unspoken playlet’ was given a spotlight, but the 
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entire show, and cinema in general, was promised as teaching the ‘soul’ through 
‘the silent workings of the senses’, employing ‘the dramatic tenses of wordless 
images’.60 Do not be quick to dismiss the rhetoric as spurious simply because it 
is published as publicity, although Shepard applied the text to different film titles 
over a period of several years.

Let me use this November 1904 series of five short promotional articles for 
Shepard’s moving pictures from Burlington, Vermont, as a way of crafting an 
overview of the company’s publicity, which was printed across vast regions of 
the United States between 1903 and 1907. While each of these particular items 
in Burlington is published elsewhere, both earlier and for years to follow, the 
series here in Vermont are planned with unusual care. The items are printed daily 
from Monday to Friday, leading up to matinee and evening shows on Friday and 
Saturday. Each is slightly longer than the prior, and as a series they progress 
from highlighting general delight to describing specific sensational affects. On 
Monday, the first notice compared the pictures favourably to the ‘vice without 
excuse, crime without moral’ prevalent in stage dramas of the day, and instead 
promised ‘the combined forces of comedy, humor, pathos, and all that is healthily 
dramatic, which go to make a perfect evening’s entertainment’.61 The next day’s 
publicity began with the boast that ‘in this age of wonders and inventions, no art 
has taken more rapid strides than that of motion photography’.62 On Wednesday 
came a claim that Shepard would offer ‘the greatest of all moving picture 
exhibitions’, followed by a dose of reflexivity that served only to launch further 
effusive claims about the variety of experiences the audience should anticipate:

The sweeping statement of the phrase ‘greatest of all’ will be verified by every 
witness […] pictures that fill the eye with wonder of marvels, that fill the frame 
with sensation, that please the mind with good wholesome comedy; and 
others that quicken the heart with emotion, in a brilliant ensemble combined 
to make a most delightful evening’s amusement […] The wide range that is 
covered affords an untiring divertissement for the mind.63

At this point, mid-week, the hint of dramatic affect from the show remains 
largely buried within the cascade of early cinema attractions that still privilege 
visual sensation as the common thread across the varied ‘ensemble’ the 
showman would display.

But the final two items of Shepard’s publicity, on the other hand, dwelt in 
detail on the dramatic impact to be expected from one specific narrative film, 
plucked to feature for its melodramatic affect from among the two-hour show 
that was planned. First, an untitled ‘wild west scene’ was described in full as 
‘abounding in thrilling and exciting interest, the kind that lifts you from your seats 
to expectation, eagerness and interest in the outcome […] It is a picture that 
will hold the attention riveted, for every second brings new situations, fresh 
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excitement and true pictures of our Western country as it was but a few years 
ago.’64 Then, on the morning of the first actual show, Shepard’s advance publicity 
heightened the promised combination of uplift and amusement to an apex, but 
again through the prism of a particular film that would offer ‘a pathetic touch 
of nature’ among the variety programme later that day and next. Crucially, the 
publicity positioned cinema among the sublime achievements of the creative 
arts.65 Allow me to quote this final item at length:

It is recorded in the world of fact that through the silent workings of the 
senses the soul is taught and mostly impressed by the contemplation of the 
ideal creations in art. A beautiful picture, an exquisite reading or a piece of 
sculpture, has often changed the course of human lives, often giving hope to 
the despairing, rest to the wearied soul, while it never fails to uplift the mind. 
Great lessons are taught in the dramatic tenses of the wordless images. To 
appreciate this one should see Archie L. Shepard’s little moving picture play, 
‘The Old Homestead’ a pathetic touch of nature that strikes the minor keys of 
the heart and brings harmony out of life’s discords. This little unspoken playlet 
is one of the most touching dramatic subjects ever created in animated 
reproduction and is given in conjunction with a hundred others.66

The item had appeared before, nearly word for word, in Fall River, Massachusetts, 
nearly two months earlier in September 1904, and then in Vicksburg and Jackson, 
Mississippi, months later in February 1905, all describing the same ‘pathetic 
story’.67 Shepard’s various shows use nearly identical promotional text for another 
two years, later naming different sentimental films.68 The discourse is remarkable 
for staking the claim of cinema as an art form to itself in nearly the same terminology 
that would prevail in the decades to come: the unspoken, wordless picture play. 
Shepard approaches but never quite formulates the phrase ‘silent drama’, which 
became common in 1909 with the growing attention to fan attraction to the acting 
of still-unnamed movie stars.69 The term was already applied to a film version of 
the Passion Play, promoted between 1899 and 1902 as ‘a silent drama, a tragedy 
on canvas’.70 That paradigmatic example of a spiritual, religious experience of 
narrative cinema as ‘silent drama’ became a fixture in the world of letters, fandom 
and within the industry itself. Cinema was later described as ‘light and music 
suddenly came upon each other […] the seventh art was born’.71 In Shepard’s 
publicity, the nascent rhetoric of a ‘silent’ and ‘wordless’ art form allowed an 
occasional special film, such as an adaptation of Longfellow’s Hiawatha (1903, 
Joe Rosenthal), to be labelled as ‘the latest masterpiece of poetic motion’.72

A few earlier items of Shepard’s publicity used similar phrases. News readers 
in Greenville, North Carolina, were prompted to expect ‘some pathetic incident, 
a picture story as it were, with a beautiful moral on the scene’.73 For one of many 
shows in Fall River, the audience was promised an ‘all-star programme’ including 
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‘“A Parisian Romance,” the latest and greatest pathetic wordless drama from 
life’.74 In Meriden, Connecticut, the film Driven from Home (Edison, 1904) was 
described as ‘a pathetic, wordless story’.75 For another three years until his 
itinerant companies stopped touring the South and New England, Shepard’s 
publicity continued to characterize moving pictures with these novel phrases of 
unspoken, wordless and silent plays and dramas. Most often the publicity items 
reprised or adapted the stories from late 1904, almost word for word as quoted 
above. Late in 1906, however, a year after Shepard’s pictures debut in New York 
City, a new article of publicity characterized the field of ‘wordless dramas’ as a 
metropolitan phenomenon emanating from Manhattan.

Shepard’s moving pictures are now being produced in three leading theatres 
in New York City, where the best of talent find ready engagements for Sunday 
concerts and where Sunday concerts flourish as in no other city in the land. 
The moving picture is the play without words, depicting all the emotions that 
govern the human mind, portraying the vile weakness of the criminal, extolling 
the strength and glory of the pure in mind, each of the wordless dramas 
carry a moral lesson, a lesson so vividly presented as to leave an everlasting 
impression.76

The elements of this item date back nearly three years to Shepard’s earliest 
publicity in 1903, and we can see the codified version from 1904 here still, but 
affixing the ‘play without words’ to the talent pool of New York more clearly defines 
the emerging field as an entertainment industry in its own right, separate and 
equal alongside melodrama, vaudeville, tin-pan alley and the other ‘lively arts’.77

Indeed, Shepard’s publicity often used the notion of cinema as the silent drama 
to make distinctions and favourable comparisons with other forms of screen 
and stage amusements. Within an unusually detailed description of several films 
on the programme, an unnamed comic film about the trials of a French noble 
was noted as being ‘as good a Clyde Fitch comedy, a play without words’.78 
Prospective audience members reading the paper were given an imperative 
worth quoting in full:

Shepard’s pictures must not be confounded with the pictures used in a 
vaudeville theatre nor with an illustrated Stoddard lecture,79 or in fact with any 
other form of amusement introducing the moving picture. In the one case the 
pictures introduced are usually of such character and brief duration that they 
fail to interest at all, while on the other hand, the lecture attracts only a certain 
class of patrons, according to the subject, and diverts the intellect only.80

Here, most overtly, is Shepard’s own articulation of Grau’s assertion that these 
shows forged an identity for moving pictures as a ‘separate attraction’, not to 
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be conflated, no longer even to be paired with, nor share the same stage or 
theatre with, vaudeville chasers, travel lectures or any other carnival or dime 
museum attraction. Those places may have ‘introduced the moving picture’ in 
the past, but now in 1904, at Shepard’s shows not least, the moving picture was 
an amusement industry to itself, an entire evening’s entertainment on its own. 
Cinema had been transformed from the ‘wonderful toy of a few seasons ago’ to 
become ‘a fixed star in the theatrical firmament’.81

‘Hold the eye and fill the mind’: promoting 
pictures with melodrama

Shepard’s press items asserted that moving pictures could now stand apart 
from vaudeville, serving the thrills and laughs of popular entertainment instead 
of the edification of lecturing. In particular, some of his publicity proposed the 
experience of cinema now compared favourably with stage versions of popular 
melodramas, with added realism, added sensational thrills. Fledgling versions of 
this rhetorical bravado began in the autumn 1903 and winter 1904 season, when 
Shepard’s publicity often proposed generalizations about the cultural impact of 
the scientific achievements of cinema, in language reminiscent of the first years 
of screen machines, but emphasizing how a new phase had begun. One of 
the first positioned Shepard’s show by reflecting back to ‘when the first moving 
picture machines astonished us with their reproductions of life, little attention was 
paid to the securing of interesting subjects. Their novelty alone was sufficient.’ 
At this moment, in November 1903 in Amesbury, Massachusetts, the rest of 
the item proceeded to review the camera’s ability to reproduce ‘the nooks and 
corners of the earth’, with a result that the show ‘furnishes a liberal education in 
[…] fascinating amusement’.82 The emphasis was still primarily on actualities and 
newsworthy views, although already combined with entertainment. In nearby Fall 
River, different newspapers printed articles extending the argument, but initially 
still with a focus on the realism of actualities. In The Herald, the ‘invention of the 
moving picture machine’ was cast as a great achievement of ‘this mechanical 
age’ because of its capacity to provide ‘exact reproductions of the greatest 
events of modern times’.83 In The News, the very same day, a different article 
similarly extolled the camera’s ‘collection of pictures of life in every land and 
clime’, but also ‘varied by numerous dramatic’ films. Even with the emphasis 
on actualities, the main claim was entertainment value because ‘the novelty of 
moving pictures never wears off any more than the varying panorama of life 
becomes tiresome’.84

Shepard’s publicity, however, gradually began to deploy the rhetoric of realism 
for the ability to achieve sensational affect rather than the scientific capacity to 
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preserve the past and bridge remote distances. By February 1904, for example, 
the stakes were both raised and driven more squarely into emotional territory. 
‘Come, laugh, cry and marvel with Shepard’, was the imperative, accompanied by 
the assurance of quality and permanence: ‘If Moving Pictures have come to stay 
the best is none too good.’85 I began this chapter noting how an early exhibition 
of The Great Train Robbery was described as having ‘a thousand thrills […] More 
sensational features than could be crowded into five melodramas.’86 The direct 
comparison with the popular genre of stage melodrama continued, on occasion 
sharpened to a point of outright attack. Consider the following explanation of 
how Shepard’s shows had left behind the ‘tame affair’ of other picture shows by 
embracing heightened realism, in another passage worth quoting at length:

The pictures are very real, and there is more action in them than in a play. 
And they have one very great advantage over the play, all of the actors do 
their parts well. The story of an ex-convict is as good as one of Theodore 
Kremer’s melodramas, with the advantage that it has all of the action without 
the ‘curses on the woman’ sort of dialogue.87 The views of the moonshiners 
are as real as any stage picture in a play, and the interest of the spectators 
increase until they become as much worked up as though an actual scene 
was occurring […] The scenes are far more realistic than they could possibly 
be portrayed in any play. The most amusing of the views presented was that 
of the escape of Napoleon and his pursuit. […] Some of the spectators so 
lost themselves in the interest which they took in Napoleon’s flight that when 
his pursuers gained on him while he assumed the well-known pose, like the 
excited gallery god, they warned him that he would be caught.88

This moment of publicity for Shepard is uncanny for potentially serving as a 
chart or key for motifs from an entire field of early cinema scholarship tackling 
the relation between stage and screen. The trajectory was long ago paved ‘from 
Garrick to Griffith’ by Nicholas Vardac, whose analysis of the early thrillers of 
Edwin S. Porter acknowledge the very same aims and objectives as Shepard’s 
publicity claims – to be as good and better than staged melodrama. Even these 
earliest filmed scenes of actual daring action on real locations posed a threat to 
the artifice of proscenium-bound sets and props. ‘Against the realism of such 
sensational material, the stage melodrama attempting similar pictorial effects 
could hardly hope to compete.’89

Later generations of historians of cinema have focused similarly on the 
transition from theatre to cinema, such as Ben Brewster’s and Lea Jacobs’ 
careful attention to the early feature film, which cites and describes many films 
from before 1907, but mostly as comparison with later developments.90 Most 
starkly, the direct comparison between moving pictures and the melodramas 
of Theodore Kremer gestures to Ben Singer’s research into cinema’s abduction 
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of the profits, audience, scenarios and discourses of ‘10-20-30’ theatricals.91 
During Shepard’s brief moment around 1905, ‘blood and thunder’ stage 
melodramas were a popular genre to themselves, with specialized producers 
and playwrights – like Kremer – whose names alone could conjure the spectre 
of poor, pathetic heroes rescuing wealthy damsels from the arms of certain 
death to prove their star-crossed love was fated. Through the lens of Shepard’s 
publicity, that specific connection could stand in for a generalized dialectic 
between stage and screen ‘thrillers’ dating back at least to 1903, when Shepard 
began to use pathos as a touchstone to explain what to expect at this picture 
shows; in this newspaper item that generic reference is made specific. On top 
of the action, the publicity also draws attention to the acting in moving pictures, 
another theme of early cinema scholarship that more typically focuses on later 
years, for example, in Roberta Pearson’s and William Uricchio’s detailed analysis 
of Biograph and Vitagraph films from 1907 to 1910.92 Those films, about four 
to five years later, were remarkable as an improvement upon the overdrawn, 
simplistic pantomimes of earlier films – which means there was a latent discourse 
about earlier film acting, which is glimpsed in Shepard’s promotional discourse if 
only in a feint derivative form.

Part of Shepard’s discourse of realism and sensation was his use of ‘incidental 
music and realistic mechanical effects’ which allowed all of his picture shows 
to truly be ‘two hours continuous exhibition’ only interspersed with illustrated 
songs rather than interrupted by vaudeville turns. From his very first season in 
1904, there are no signs in advertising or publicity that Shepard ever employed 
lecturers to narrate the pictures. To be clear, this was not unique to him. Other 
picture exhibitors had earlier employed and highlighted their use of continuous 
musical accompaniment and drum and other theatrical sound effects.93 While 
not novel or unique to Shepard, he embraced music and sound effects fully, 
and eventually transformed these into outright ‘talking pictures’ at his Manhattan 
Theatre shows on Broadway, with actors speaking parts from behind the screen, 
sparking a brief fad for ‘humanovo’ and ‘actologue’ pictures.94

Shepard’s publicity spotlighted the melodrama of early story films in rhetoric 
straight out of stage melodrama advertising. The Moonshiners (1904, Biograph) 
for example, was

full of deep heart interest […] a story of strong human sympathy, tragic 
pathetic and dramatic, leading the spectator for the moment to share in the 
perils of life […] and holding him spellbound throughout its vivid portrayal […] 
which terminates in a tragic climax. The story in pictures is intensely drawn, 
and dramatic in the extreme, holding the attention riveted throughout.95

Even the children’s spectacle Le Royaume des fées was promoted as ‘the 
most thrilling series of pictures available’, that would ‘hold spellbound the little 
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ones from beginning to end’.96 With children, especially but not exclusively, 
parents were assured a wholesome show, but also one that would not simply 
entertain, but practically cast a spell on ‘the childmind’ counteracting boredom 
so that ‘for two hours or more, they are held in rapt attention as one by one of 
the marvels of animated photography are unfolded to their entranced eyes’.97 
In other instances, the same effects were assured for everyone in the audience 
because the shows contained enough ‘varied features absorbing to all—the 
churchman, the clubman, the laborer, the old, the young who attentively relish 
the same thrills, or are convulsed with mirth, lost in admiration—surrender 
sympathetic tears and on through the entire gamut of human emotion’.98 And 
yet, the promise that Shepard’s pictures would ‘hold the eye and fill the mind’ for 
everyone in the audience was based upon the claim that ‘these pictures are the 
acme of photographic art and appeal to every taste’.99

‘Interest the masses as well as the 
classes’: Shepard’s aims and ends

In conclusion, allow me to highlight one further theme within Shepard’s advertising 
rhetoric. Shepard proposed film had achieved autonomy as an entertaining art 
form, and adopted the frame of melodrama to stoke audience anticipation. Yet, 
the publicity also characterizes the audience for Shepard’s Moving Pictures 
as seeking a mass interest in amusement. His screen entertainments were 
positioned as fulfilling a popular demand for mass amusement that is not 
common among similar picture show exhibitors at the time. Although Shepard 
occasionally used the commonplace term ‘high class’ as a catchphrase for his 
pictures, as did Lyman H. Howe and many others, let me pinpoint Shepard’s 
relatively uncommon emphasis on providing films ‘so varied that all tastes, ages 
and classes’ would be amused.100 Variety was precisely what achieved a collective 
experience, because the show ‘embraces everything of common interest in the 
world’.101 On more than one occasion, Shepard turned to the cliché of providing 
‘pictures that will interest the masses as well as the classes’. To be clear, broad 
popularity was a principle that seems largely achieved, marking out an inclusive 
public sphere for moving pictures as popular culture in a way that presaged the 
later paradigm for transitional-era nickelodeons, and into the classical Hollywood 
film industry. This point is a sociological concern built upon the content of films 
but with an effect that exceeds the screen that has been neglected in weighing 
the periodization of the shift from attractions to narrative. Musser and Nelson, 
as I have already noted, characterized Shepard as ‘in the mainstream of urban, 
commercialized popular culture’, and specifically distinct from Howe’s retention 
of education and uplift on a path towards a focus on travel lectures.102 There 
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is nonetheless a lost opportunity to consider Shepard’s turn to a discourse of 
popularity as a latent factor in the waning of the cinema of attractions. The idea 
is worth making manifest.

Shepard’s publicity is saturated with explicit inclusive invitations to children 
to join the moving picture audience, and of course, also assurances to parents 
that both they and their children would be entertained without offence. A great 
deal of research, including my own, has considered reformers’ concerns over 
the presence of young women and children in the nickelodeon audience.103 Few 
have stopped to consider how the diverse audience was constituted in the first 
place. We see traces of it here with Shepard’s overt assertion that the variety of 
moving pictures, by 1904, was appropriate for children, and was open to the 
entire family. As I have explained with respect to the later 1910s newspaper 
movie directory, claims that ‘everybody’s going’ exist within a paternal logic 
where ‘everybody’ actually meant a father, wife and children together.104 In that 
sense, classical film spectatorship encompassed neither an inclusive diversity 
of subjectivities nor an all-encompassing homogeneity, but normatively existed 
within the limited range of positions in the patriarchal, white middle-class family.

Miriam Hansen was careful to define spectatorship in American silent cinema 
by considering the ways films ‘solicit their viewer through a variety of appeals 
and attractions and through particular strategies of exhibition’, which she 
sought to consider ‘in their multiplicity and complexity, in their uneven makeup 
and development’.105 She paid attention to women, children and differences in 
class and racial position to avoid presuming a homogenized theoretical form of 
spectatorship. For Hansen, early attractions provided a diversity of subjectivities 
an entry point because ‘the variety format not only provided a convenient structure 
for adapting as many traditions as possible […] the transposition of these into 
a new medium emphasized distinctions between genres rather than, as in later 
classical practice, making them variants of a relatively homogeneous mode of 
representation known as cinema’.106 I propose Shepard’s publicity, coincident 
with the rise of the story film, sketches a prototype for that later homogeneous 
subjectivity precisely by reflexively drawing attention to the breadth of popular 
taste that would be satisfied, collectively, at his picture entertainments.

Early in 1904, Shepard’s audiences were assured the programme was ‘suited 
to the needs of the theater-going public’.107 By the end of 1904, the rhetoric 
has shifted to explain Shepard was responding to popular demand: ‘The wants 
of the public have been looked after and administered to in the fullest degree, 
and the former high standard will be eclipsed by this season’s efforts.’108 One 
newspaper item even took on the voice of the audience: ‘We have seen it and 
we want more of it.’109 At one point, early in January 1907, the knack for meeting 
popular demand was practically elevated to a magic act in a passage worth 
quoting at length:
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It is the master hand that can choose the most popular. Archie L. Shepard 
makes the claim of doing so for he has consulted popular taste and the 
public is its judge, consequently the appeal for their approbation is merely 
the endorsement of their own judgment. The judgment decides in favor of 
the people’s choice, subjects that interest many, subjects that appeal to their 
sympathies, that enliven with comedy or humorous interest come in climaxes 
to a surmounting laugh or thrill and leave a lasting effect […] The people’s 
wishes are answered and the people’s prices held forth.110

By this time in 1907, however, Shepard Enterprises were facing stiff competition 
from proliferating storefront nickel shows in all locations. Shepard shut down 
his touring companies and began instead to open daily picture shows in fixed 
locations.111 In part, his diminished place in histories of American cinema lies 
in him not being first to innovate any particular aspect of the business. Here I 
have tried to resuscitate his reputation by demonstrating he was among the 
first and certainly most prominent figure to shift to publicize, spotlight and 
position narrative fiction scenes as the key feature of his programmes. In the 
exaggerations and excess claims of his publicity discourse, Shepard built the 
idea of ‘the silent drama’ as an art form unto itself.

His rhetoric signalled how an emerging narrative form of storytelling was 
becoming a unique strategy for cinema exhibition and publicity. Having expanded 
his operation and launched a half-national franchise, he created a playbook for 
his team of advance agents to use at hundreds of locations across the continent. 
None of what Shepard did within his shows was especially unique or pioneering, 
but he created all-purpose publicity that could be applied to any location in his 
many enterprises, whether a one-night stand in a practically rural small town 
in one of four regions of the country, or to promote his weekly and daily two-
hour picture shows in New York or other cities. Let me be clear: whether and 
how actual picture productions changed between 1903 and 1907 is irrelevant 
to my argument. The promotional scheme was fully-formed in 1904, essentially 
unchanged until 1908, even as production, distribution and exhibition shifted 
radically underneath the very same ground he had cleared and cultivated. By the 
time Shepard handed over the reins to his pioneering Broadway movie palace to 
William Gane, he had already called his itinerant companies home and wrapped 
up most of his circuit of nickel shows. Imagine a counterfactual history where 
Shepard instead established a film rental exchange business to exploit the new 
competition, rather than try to compete directly against the nickel shows. Even as 
a hypothetical premise, the prospect is nonsense. Shepard’s entire background 
was grounded in exhibition and showmanship on the road and management of 
moving pictures on itinerant theatrical circuits. When those ended, so did his 
career with it.
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